
 

 

  
Abstract—This study is intended to assist neurologist in 

measuring and identifying the level and range of tremor in some 
patients who suffer neurological diseases. Prior to quantifying, a 
tremor test rig was designed and fabricated. Two laser displacement 
sensors are used to quantify tremor behavior at hand in X (horizontal) 
and Y (vertical) directions. In this paper, two types of tremor 
condition which are postural and rest tremor were investigated and 
discussed. The appropriate programming is used to analyze, classify 
and show range and type of the disease. 
 

Keywords—Postural Tremor, Rest Tremor.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
OVEMENT disorder diseases can disturb a patient’s life. 
One of the most common is Parkinson. Patients will 

face problems in picking up and holding objects because of 
tremor or vibration of hands which are the most obvious and 
important symptoms of tremor diseases [1]. Tremor is an 
abnormal repetitive shaking movement of the body which is 
unintentional, rhythmic and roughly sinusoidal [2]. Muscle 
shaking may involve any limbs (even the head or voice), but it 
is often obvious in the hands [3]. Elimination or at least 
reduction of this tremor is the final goal of any research in this 
area. In order to achieve this, relevant data on the diseases and 
types of diseases should be obtained. The main features of 
each tremor are frequency and amplitude. Tremor frequency is 
mostly dependant on the pathophysiological mechanism and is 
fairly stable over time [4]. There are three main positions to 
measure hand tremor (include: resting, postural and action 
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position). Each disease is recognizable at specific position [5]. 
Rest tremor occurs when the affected body part is completely 
supported against gravity (e.g., hands resting on the lap) [6]. 
Postural tremor occurs when the affected body part maintains 
position against gravity (e.g., extending arms in front of body) 
[7]. Action tremors are produced by voluntary muscle 
contraction (e.g, during movement of the affected body part 
from one point to another) [8]. There are three main 
approaches to measure the hand tremor including; 1) 
acceleration transducer 2) velocity transducer, and 3) 
displacement transducer. Besides that, other type measurement 
method is using digital or graphical tablets in 2D surface and 
camera system to investigate hand motion trajectory in 3D 
coordinate [9], [10]. But, most researchers prefer to use 
accelerometer as a sensor for measuring hand tremor. This 
probably due to the low cost of the sensor, easy to obtain 
velocity and displacement data by single or double integration 
of acceleration signal or easy to implement due to the light 
weight and small size of the transducer [11]. Even the 
displacement signal simply obtains from double integration of 
acceleration signal. However, the result is not satisfied due to 
the amplified noise from the first and second level of 
integration process [12]. In addition, for every integration part 
need to apply filter and required time and effort to tune filter’s 
parameter to get realistic output. 

Due to the advanced technology in sensor application, the 
amplitude of tremor behavior data can be precisely quantified 
by using laser displacement sensor. The device performs non-
contact single-point to the target surfaces and precisely 
measure vibration system corresponds to alteration of the 
diffraction ray of the laser [13]. Thus, the outcome display 
signal becomes more visible and realistic. There were some 
researchers employ laser displacement sensors to measure 
human hand tremor [14] – [16]. Most of them interest to 
investigate tremor in the vertical plane (Y-axis). 

Therefore, the objective of this study is to quantify human 
hand tremor in X (horizontal plane) and Y axes. To do that, 
two laser displacement sensor were employed at the tremor 
test rig. Tremor will be measured and recorded in real time 
data using LabVIEW software package. The time data will 
automatically transform to frequency data by using spectral 
measurement block. Thus, the findings of this study will 
display in time and frequency domain. The tremor 
classification based on frequency coherence peak.  

The patient will be tested in two conditions which are 
resting and postural conditions. After that, both conditions 
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will be classified to five ranges which are Holmes, Parkinson, 
Neuropathic, Low Essential and High Essential. This study 
includes two main parts which are 1) hardware 2) software, in 
which the outputs of hardware are the inputs of software. 
Overall, this study intended to assist neurologist in measuring 
and identifying the level and range of tremor in patients who 
suffer neurological diseases (this study covers only the hand 
tremor). The proposed classification provides a fast 
identification of the type and level of the disease. 

II. DEVICE DESIGNING 
As shown in Figure 1, an appropriate tremor test rig device 

is designed to measure the hand tremor and obtain the data. 
Coherence device is switchable between the two main 
conditions (resting and postural). The holder part (Figure 1) is 

adjustable to allow change of the position of measurement. 
Figure 2 shows the view of test rig in resting condition. Laser 
displacement sensors are installed on the hollow cylinder. One 
is installed along the X-axis and the other is along Y-axis. A 
hand part (Figure 3) is used to provide a suitable reflection 
beam from the sensors. The light spot of this instrument 
should be approximately adjusted to the center of the target 
that is attached on the basic plate to stay in range. In postural 
condition, patient extends the forearm on the supporter after 
inserting the hand into the cylinder, while in resting condition, 
patient stands next to the table and places the hand through the 
cylinder. All data are collected using coherence data 
acquisition card to be transfered to software. Figure 4 shows 
the hardware and software configuration of the experimental 
rig. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1: Measurement device in a postural condition. 
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Fig. 2: Measurement device in a resting condition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 3: Hand part 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4: Hardware and software configuration of the experimental rig 
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III. DATA PROCESSING 

A.  Laser Displacement Sensor Calibration 
Prior to the measurement, the laser displacement sensor is 

calibrated to confirm the transfer function from its data sheet. 
The transfer function which relates the output voltage signal 
(obtained from the laser sensor) to the displacement (mm) unit 
can be easily obtained by multiplying the voltage signal to its 
sensitivity (see Equation 1).  The calibration unit can be 
confirmed by measuring at least two points having a known 
distance between them [15].  In this calibration test, three 
points were selected at 0 mm, 6 mm and 10 mm.  From laser 
displacement sensor data sheet [17], the value for sensitivity is 
0.5 V/mm.  Figure 5 shows the calibration chart for the laser 
displacement sensor.  
 

Voltage (V) = Sensitivity × Displacement (mm)     (1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5: Calibration chart for laser displacement sensor 
 

B. Superposition 
For the purpose of superposition of vertical wave (along X 

axis) and horizontal wave (along Y axis), it is required to 
calculate the peak frequency for each direction and then apply 
the formula to obtain the frequency of final orbital motion on 
the surface. For the purpose of calculating the frequency of 
each signal, spectral measurements is used where the input is 
filtered signal and the output is frequency spectrum. 
Frequency peak is obtained from this output. Output of 
frequency estimated is a number which states the frequency 
peak of tremor. The procedure was then repeated for the other 
direction. The two different numbers serve as input to the 
equation. 

The final step of obtaining orbital motion frequency 
includes the superposition Equation 2 which shows the 
frequency of orbital motion. This number is input of the 
classification.        

orbitalF = 22
yx FF +      (2). 

C.  Classification 
For the purpose of classification of hand tremor and 

recognizing of disease type, it is required to define some 
ranges and intervals (Table 1). Each type of hand tremor 
disease occurs in one specific range (frequency interval) and 
is more obvious in one specific condition (resting or postural). 

 
Table 1: Classification of tremor diseases according to 

frequency ranges and conditions [18]. 

Tremor type Condition Frequency 
range 

Holmes resting 2-4 Hz 

Parkinson resting 4-10 Hz 

Neuropathic postural 4-6 Hz 

Low Essential postural 6-10 Hz 

High Essential postural 10-12 Hz 

 
Hardware part supports both conditions. To match the 

software part with both conditions, a relay is used which 
operates as a key to switch between the resting and postural 
condition. These switches are observable on the control panel 
and the user is able to turn on/off for each condition. If resting 
condition is on, the hardware part is in the resting position and 
postural switch must be off. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Actual results are represented in this section and all 

evaluations are obtained with the presence of the patient. 
Practical measurements are done on one patient in two 
different conditions. Some of the considered tremor diseases 
have the same interval frequency but in different condition 
(for instance, Essential tremor and Parkinson). This device 
would recognize both diseases in both conditions with the 
same intervals. Physician is able to recognize the exact disease 
between only the two options with any other medical 
symptoms.  

This program is using the “while” loop and according to the 
design method, the program is active while recognizing the 
hand tremor disease. As shown in Figure 7, after stoppage of 
program, all results (include: displacement diagram along X 
axis,  displacement diagram along Y axis, frequency graph 
along X axis, frequency diagram along Y axis, peak frequency 
along X axis, peak frequency along Y axis, peak frequency on 
XY, patient’s disease) are provided on control panel. There 
are also two switches on the control panel (Figure 7) for the 
user to choose the condition before measurement by turning 
on/off these keys. 
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A. Resting Condition 
To measure the hand tremor in resting condition, two points 

should be checked. First is the condition of the device where 
cylinder should be vertically adjusted with respect to the 
ground and should be contact precisely to the angle gage 
surface.  Second is coherence keys which are on the control 
panel of the software ,which for this condition, resting key 
should be on (upward) and postural key should be off 
(downward). As shown in Figure 6, patient should place 
his/her hand into the measurement space. 

The results are clear in Figure 7 which is represented on the 
control panel after automatic stoppage of the program. 
Displacement graphs of each direction are shown in the time 
domain. Investigation of tremor and recognizing the type of 
disease took 1 second. Amplitude displacement changed 
between -1.2 mm and 1.6 mm along X axis, and changed 
between -2.3 mm and 2.2 mm along Y axis. Frequency graphs 
are depicted on the control panel but peak frequency is critical 
and significant in this project which is 6.9Hz along X axis and 
its magnitude is 0.08m2/Hz. Peak frequency occurred at 7.00 
Hz approximately, and its magnitude is 0.13m2/Hz. Numerical 
value of peak frequency is observable in each direction on the 
control panel. Final oscillation frequency is clear on the third 
row of numerical values which is 9.84 Hz approximately. 
According to the classification part, this specific frequency is 
the symptom of Parkinson in this condition. 

 

B.  Postural Condition 
To commence the measurement in postural condition, two 

points should be checked. First is the condition of the device 
which should be horizontally adjusted with respect to the 
ground and relevant latch should be fastened to fix it.  Second 
is coherence keys which are on the control panel of the 
software, the postural key should be on (upward) in postural 
condition and resting key should be off (downward). As 
shown in Figure 8, patient should place his/her hand into the 
measurement space.  

Obtained results are displayed in Figure 9 which represents 
the control panel after automatic stoppage of the program. 
Displacement graphs of each direction are shown in time 
domain. Investigation of tremor and recognizing the type of 
disease took 1 second. Amplitude displacement changed 
between -0.4mm and 1.4mm along X axis and changed 
between -2.2mm and 1.3mm along Y axis. Frequency graphs 
are depicted on the control panel, but the peak frequency is 
critical and significant in this project which is 6.34Hz along X 
axis and its magnitude is 0.068m2/Hz. Peak frequency 
occurred at 6.40Hz approximately, and its magnitude is 
0.36m2/Hz. Numerical value of peak frequency is observable 
in each direction on the control panel. Final oscillation 
frequency is clear on the third row of numerical values which 
is 9.00Hz. According to the classification, this specific 
frequency is the symptom of “essential tremor” (low) in this 
condition. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Measurement in rest condition 
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Figure 7: Control panel in postural condition 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8: Measurement in postural condition 
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Figure 9: Control panel in resting condition 
 

V.   CONCLUSION 
To measure the hand tremor, this study uses two 

displacement transducers; both of them are laser displacement 
sensors. The major parameter is amplitude of displacement of 
hand tremor’s oscillation in this project that has been 
measured and recorded in the time and frequency domain. 
And our classification is according to frequency range. This 
study focuses on measurement of tremor hand at both 
conditions which include resting and postural condition in two 
axes (X, Y) because the tremor amplitude is most significant 
at these axes. There are two important conditions for 
measuring the hand tremor (resting and postural) because 
some of diseases appear only in single condition. This system 
is able to cover two conditions with changing of one part of 
that. Considered device experimentally is fabricated and is 
tested with human hand. 
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